The problem of assessing occupational exposure using the mean or an upper percentile of a lognormal distribution is addressed. Inferential methods for constructing an upper confidence limit for an upper percentile of a lognormal distribution and for finding confidence intervals for a lognormal mean based on samples with multiple detection limits are proposed. The proposed methods are based on the maximum likelihood estimates. They perform well with respect to coverage probabilities as well as power and are applicable to small sample sizes. The proposed approaches are also applicable for finding confidence limits for the percentiles of a gamma distribution. Computational details and a source for the computer programs are given. An advantage of the proposed approach is the ease of computation and implementation. Illustrative examples with real data sets and a simulated data set are given.
INTRODUCTION
The consensus standard published by the American Industrial Hygiene Association includes two basic strategies for evaluating an exposure profile (see Mulhausen and Damiano, 1998 and Ignacio and Bullock, 2006) : strategies based on the mean exposure and those based on an upper percentile of the exposure distribution. An upper confidence limit for an upper percentile is what is commonly referred to as an 'upper tolerance limit'. For instance, a 95% upper confidence limit for the 90th percentile of a population is referred to as the 0.90 content-0.95 coverage upper tolerance limit or simply (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limit. If the upper tolerance limit based on a sample of exposure measurements is less than a specified standard [e.g. occupational exposure limit (OEL)], then we conclude that majority of the exposures are within the standard, and hence, exposure monitoring might be reduced or terminated until a process change occurs. For the evaluation of an exposure profile, we can also consider an exceedance fraction h (i.e. the proportion of exposure measurements that exceed an OEL) and test the hypotheses H 0 : h ! e versus H a : h , e for a specified value of e (say, e 5 0:05). The exposure distribution can be declared to be acceptable if H 0 is rejected. These hypotheses can be tested by finding an appropriate upper tolerance limit. The strategy based on the mean exposure is to compare the upper confidence limit for the mean to a specified standard.
Solutions to the aforementioned problems are widely available if the samples are uncensored; see the articles by Rappaport and Selvin (1987) , Selvin et al. (1987) Selvin and Rappaport (1989) , Krishnamoorthy et al. (2006) , and the references therein. However, occupational exposure data often include values below one or more analytical detection limits (DLs), which significantly complicates the data analysis. A commonly used strategy to handle samples with detection limits is to replace the DLs by their fractions, such as DL/2, and then use the methods available for uncensored samples. However, recent industrial hygiene literature (for example, articles published in the recent issues of the Journal of Occupational and Environmental Hygiene and The Annals of Occupational Hygiene) shows that the substitution method continues to be routine, without giving adequate thoughts to the serious errors that can result from this strategy. It is easy to demonstrate that the conclusions regarding occupational exposures resulting from this routine practice can be seriously flawed. Simulation studies by several researchers, including Gleit (1985) , Gilliom and Helsel (1986) Hass and Scheff (1990) , Helsel (2006) , and Krishnamoorthy et al. (2009) , indicated that the substitution methods resulted in inaccurate results for various problems. In an Editorial by Ogden (2010) in the Annals of Occupational Hygiene (April 2010 issue), and in an article by Helsel (2010) in the same issue, the suggestion of even rejecting research articles and studies that use the substitution method is brought up.
In the presence of a detection limit, large sample procedures can be developed using likelihood approaches; see the report by Frome and Wambach (2005) and the articles by Hewett (2006) and Hewett and Ganser (2007) for a summary of the available procedures, especially in the context of lognormal exposure data. However, accurate small sample procedures are currently unavailable and are not discussed in their report. Also, it turns out that the usual asymptotic methods based on the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) can result in test procedures whose type I error rates can be significantly higher than or lower than a 5% nominal level, see Frome and Wambach (2005) . In their recent article, Krishnamoorthy et al. (2009) have investigated an imputation approach to address the single detection limit scenario. They have noted that the imputation approach can be calibrated to achieve a high degree of accuracy for the purpose of computing confidence intervals, tolerance intervals, prediction intervals, etc. for the normal, lognormal, and gamma distributions. Recently, Krishnamoorthy et al. (2011) have proposed accurate methods based on modified signed likelihood approach and the generalized variable method for finding confidence intervals for a lognormal mean and for percentiles when the samples involve a single detection limit. It should be noted that all the methods proposed in the literature are approximate, and some of them work satisfactorily even for small samples. However, in the presence of multiple DLs, no procedure for computing confidence limits for a percentile or for the mean that is known to work for small samples is available. It should be noted that even in the case of single detection limit, the methods based on the asymptotic normality of the MLEs work poorly even for large samples as large as 100 (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2011) , and so they are not suitable to analyze small sample exposure data with multiple detection limits.
In this article, we consider the problems of estimating the percentile and the mean of a lognormal exposure distribution based on a sample with multiple detection limits. Assuming that the samples or log-transformed samples are from a normal distribution with mean l and variance r 2 , we outline the method for finding the MLEsl andr in the following section. On the basis of some distributional properties of the MLEs, we develop an upper confidence limit of the forml þ fr for 100P percentile of the normal population. The factor f, referred to as the 'tolerance factor', should be determined so thatl þ fr is greater than the true percentile with the confidence level 1 À a. In the sequel, we provide a Monte Carlo method to find the factor f. To avoid simulation, we also provide simple formulas based on the non-central t percentiles to find approximate values of f when the samples include no more than four DLs. An approach of deducing upper confidence limit for an exceedance probability from an upper tolerance limit is also outlined. The proposed approaches for the percentile and exceedance probability can be easily extended to a gamma distribution via cube root transformation. The idea for estimating the percentile is extended to find confidence limits for a lognormal mean. The interval estimation procedures are evaluated with respect to coverage probabilities. Our studies indicate that the methods are very satisfactory even for small samples. Furthermore, simulation study regarding the powers of the test on exceedance probability indicates that the test has some desirable properties. Proposed methods are illustrated by two examples with real data and using a simulated sample from a lognormal distribution.
MLEs AND SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS
As the procedures for a lognormal distribution can be readily obtained from those for a normal distribution via logarithmic transformation, we shall explain the method for the normal case. Consider a simple random sample of n observations subject to k detection limits, say DL 1 , DL 2 , . . . , DL k , from a normal distribution with mean l and variance r 2 . We denote this normal distribution by Nðl; r 2 Þ. We assume without loss of generality that DL 1 , DL 2 , . . . , DL k . Further, we assume that n i measurements were obtained by the ith laboratory procedure or device with detection limit (DL i ), which can be expressed in the same measurement unit as that of detected observations and n 5 P k i51 n i : Suppose m i non-detects are below DL i and let m 5 P k i51 m i : Here, m i 's are independent binomial random variable with number of trials n i and 'success probability'P i 5 U À DL i Àl r Á ; where UðxÞ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. In the present context, P i 's are unknown proportions of non-detects. Let,
where x 1 , . . . , x nÀm are detected observations. The log-likelihood function, after omitting a constant term, can be written as
where
DLiÀl r ; i 5 1; . . . ; k: Now letl andr denote the maximum likelihood estimates of l and r, respectively, obtained by maximizing the above log-likelihood function. These can be numerically obtained using the bivariate Newton-Raphson iterative method; for details, see the Appendix 1.
It can be shown that the MLEs are location-scale equivariant (see Theorem E1 in Lawless, 2003) . That is, if ðl;rÞ is the MLE of ðl; rÞ based on the x i 's and DL i 's, then ðal þ b; arÞ is the MLE of ðal þ b; arÞ based on the transformed data ax i þ b and aDL i þ b, for some a . 0 and ÀN,b,N. This equivariant property implies that, conditionally given m 1 , . . . , m k , the distributions of
are free of the parameters l and r (see Theorem E2 in Lawless, 2003) . Since m i 's are binomial (n i , P i ) random variables, the unconditional distributions of the above quantities depend only on (P 1 , . . . , P k ). In other words, the distributions of the quantities in (equation 3) depend on ðl; rÞ via P 1 , . . . , P k . As a consequence, if P 1 , . . . , P k are known, then the dis- 
In the sequel, we shall use the above distributional property of the MLEs to find an approximate confidence limit for a normal or lognormal percentile and an approximate confidence interval for a lognormal mean.
UPPER CONFIDENCE LIMIT FOR A PERCENTILE

Monte Carlo method
We shall now describe an approximate method for finding an upper confidence limit for 100P percentile
where z P is the 100P percentile of the standard normal distribution. As in the complete sample case (see Lawless, 2003 , Q P 5 n P Àl r ; Section 5.3.1.1), consider the quantityand let Q P;1Àa denotes the 100ð1 À aÞ percentile of Q P . If we can find Q P;1Àa approximately, thenl þ Q P;1Àar is an approximate upper confidence limit for n P : To find an approximation to the percentiles of Q P by Monte Carlo method, we write, distribution. Assume that proportions of non-detects P 1 , . . . , P k are known. Then
wherel Ã andr Ã are the quantities that maximize the log-likelihood function in (equation 2) with x 1 , . . , x nÀm being a sample (with detection limits DL Ã i 5 z Pi ) from a N(0,1) distribution. In practice, P i 's are unknown, and they should be estimated. A natural estimate isP i 5 U À DL i Àl r Á ; i 5 1; : : : ; k; wherel andr are the MLEs based on a given sample. Using these estimated proportions, we can estimate Q P;1Àa using Monte Carlo simulation as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
Let m i denote the number of non-detects below the detection limit, DL i in a set of n i measurements that were made by the ith sampling device (or laboratory method) with detection limit, DL i , i 5 1, . . . , k. Compute the MLEs,l 0 andr 0 , andP i 5 U 4. Pool the k samples generated above and compute the MLEsl Ã andr Ã using the log-likelihood function (equation 2).
where z p is the 100P percentile of Nð0; 1Þ distribution. 6. Repeat Steps 2-5 for a large number of times, say, 10 000.
Let Q Ã P;1Àa denotes the 100ð1 À aÞ percentile of 10 000 Q Ã P 's generated above. Then an approximate 100ð1 À aÞ % upper confidence limit for n P is given bŷ
An R program to compute Q Ã P;1Àa along with a help file is posted at 'www.ucs.louisiana.edu/ kxk4695'; to download R package, visit. www .r-project.org.
It should be noted that even though information on n i 's should be available, many published studies do not report the values of n i 's. In fact, we have not seen any published data that report the values of n i 's. However, we note that the log-likelihood function in (equation 2) depends on n i 's via n 5 P k i51 n i ; and so the result of Algorithm 1 is not affected by the choices of n i 's.
For most cases, one can select n i 's approximately equal, and for heavily censored data, n i 's can be selected on the basis of the number of non-detects m i 's. For a specific situation, see Example 1.
Coverage probabilities of upper confidence limits based on Algorithm 1. To judge the accuracy of the tolerance limit in (equation 7), we estimated its coverage probabilities using Monte Carlo simulation for various values of n, l 5 0; r 5 1 and 3 and some assumed values of P 1 , . . . , P k . For convenience, we chose n i 5 n/k, i 5 1, . . . , k. The simulation study was carried out as follows. We first generated 2500 samples, each of size n with k DLs, from a Nðl; r 2 Þ distribution. For each generated sample, we compute the MLEsl 0 andr 0 and used Algorithm 1 with 5000 runs to find the 100ð1 À aÞ% upper confidence limit for n P : The percentage of 2500 upper confidence limits that exceed n p is a Monte Carlo estimate of the coverage probability. The estimated coverage probabilities are reported in Table 1 . For a satisfactory estimation method, these coverage probabilities should be close to the nominal level 0.95. As we can see in Table 1 , these coverage probabilities are very close to the nominal level 0.95 for all the cases considered, even for proportions of censoring as large as 0.80. However, we also note that, for the cases n 5 6 and k 5 1 and n 5 10 and k 5 2, the coverage probabilities are slightly smaller than the nominal level 0.95, which indicates that the sample size should be moderate to large if the number of DLs !3. In general, we observed that our approximate method works satisfactorily for samples of size as small as 10 and the number of detected observations is at least 2. Note that computation of the MLEs requires at least two detected observations. In our simulation studies, we observed that our approximate method worked satisfactorily provided the number of detected observations is !2 and the sample size is !15.
We also did coverage studies for the case of k 5 4 DLs and some other values of ðP; 1 À aÞ 5 (0.95, 0.95) and (0.90, 0.99). These coverage probabilities are not reported here because we observed that they were similar to the ones reported in Table 1 for the case of ðP; 1 À aÞ 5 ð0:90; 0:95Þ: Finally, we note that in the coverage study, we used Algorithm 1 with 5000 simulation runs rather than 10 000 as indicated in Algorithm 1. The simulation for estimating the coverage probability of Monte Carlo estimates based on 10 000 runs is very time consuming because the simulation requires 2500 Â 10 000 5 25 000 000 runs for each coverage probability estimation. For this reason, we used 5000 runs. However, to compute an upper tolerance limit for a given data set, we recommend at least 10 000 runs, to get a more accurate and stable estimate than the one based on 5000 runs.
An approximate method for estimating percentiles based on non-central t
The proposed Monte Carlo method in the preceding section is conceptually simple and is easy to implement, provided the users have some computational skills. To avoid Monte Carlo simulation, we shall provide a simple approximation on the basis of non-central t percentiles. Let x 1 , . . . , x n be an uncensored sample from a normal distribution. Define
where t nÀ1;1Àa À z P ffiffi ffi n p Á is the 100ð1 À aÞ percentile of the non-central t distribution with degrees of freedom n À 1 and the non-centrality parameter z P ffiffi ffi n p : The above tolerance limit is based on the result that
; where the notation '$' means 'distributed as' and t m ðdÞ denotes the non-central t distribution with the degrees of freedom m and the non-centrality parameter d.
Following (equation 8), an approximate tolerance limit based on a sample with multiple Singh and Singh, 2009 ) and is given byl
wherel andr are MLEs. Note that, to get the above tolerance limit, it is assumed that
In other words, the above approximation is based on the assumption that the sampling distribution of n P À x s based on uncensored samples and that of n P Àl r based on censored samples are approximately the same at least for large sample sizes. Despite the facts that the MLEs are not in closed form and their distributions are unknown, the above distributional assumption dose not seem to be unreasonable, as will be seen in the sequel. Accuracy of the non-central t method. A way to check the validity of the assumption (equation 10) is to compare the percentiles of Q P with the corresponding percentiles of 1 ffiffi
For a given sample size n, and some assumed values of ðl; rÞ and P 1 , . . . , P k , the percentiles of Q p can be obtained using Monte Carlo simulation. For the case of k 5 3 and n 5 21, we estimated the percentiles of Q 0.9 using Monte Carlo simulation and plotted them along with the percentiles of 1 ffiffi Fig. 1 . It is clear from these plots that the upper percentiles of Q 0.9 are larger than the corresponding upper percentiles of 1 ffiffi n p t nÀ1 À z 0:9 ffiffi ffi n p Á for all the cases considered. The differences increase with increasing proportions of non-detects. These findings imply that the upper tolerance limits based on the noncentral t percentiles should be liberal (that is, the actual coverage probabilities are smaller than the intended nominal level). To understand the difference between the coverage probabilities and the nominal level, we further estimated the coverage probabilities of (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limits in (equation 9) for some values of proportions of non-detects. The coverage probabilities are given in Table 2 for some sample sizes ranging from 21 to 100. The table values clearly indicate that the coverage probabilities of the upper tolerance limits based on the non-central t distribution are always smaller than the nominal level 0.95 and they decrease with increasing proportions of non-detects. On the other hand, we also note that the coverage probabilities are at least 0.90 for all the cases considered, and so the tolerance limits based on the non-central t are not really so bad.
An approximation based on non-central t percentiles. As we noted earlier, the percentiles of Q P;1Àa are affected only by (P 1 , . . . , P k ). This result along with the plots in Fig. 1 indicate that the percentiles of Q P can be approximated by a function of noncentral t percentiles and P 1 , . . . , P k . For a given Fig. 1 . Percentiles of t nÀ1 ðz 0:9 ffiffi ffi n p Þ= ffiffi ffi n p and simulated percentiles of Q 0.9 ; the values on y-axis are 100P percentiles. 500 K. Krishnamoorthy and Z. Xu ðP; 1 À aÞ; and sample size n, a way to find an approximation to Q P;1Àa is to fit a linear regression model by treating Q P;1Àa as response (dependent) variable and P i 's, the sample size n, and 1 ffiffi n p t nÀ1;1Àa À z P ffiffi ffi n p Á as explanatory (independent) variables. Specifically, we assume the linear regression model
where b's are the unknown parameters. For a given ðP; 1 À aÞ; (P 1 , . . . , P k ) and n, Monte Carlo estimates of Q P;1Àa can be used as the training data to fit the model. For instance, for the case of k 5 3 detection limits, we estimated Q 0.9;0.95 for various values of (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) and sample size n ranging from 15 to 100, with n i 5 n/3, i 5 1, 2, 3. These estimated values and the corresponding values of (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ), n and 1 ffiffi n p t nÀ1;1Àa À z P ffiffi ffi n p Á were used to fit the model as 
Note that the proportions of non-detects P i 's are unknown, and so they should be estimated. As noted earlier, we can estimate P i byP i 5 U À DLiÀl r Á ; i 5 1; : : : ; k; wherel andr are the MLEs based on a given sample. Replacing the P i 's in (equation 11) byP i ; we can get an approximation to Q 0.9;0.95 . We obtained approximation to Q P;1Àa when P 5 0.90 and 0.95, 1 À a 5 0:95; and the number of detection limits k 5 1, 2, 3, 4. These approximate formulas are given in Table 3 .
As an example, consider a sample of 30 measurements with two detection limits, DL 1 and DL 2 . Letl andr be MLEs based on the sample. Thus, we have n 5 30,P i 5U Table 3 ) can be found as An approximate (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limit, or equivalently, a 95% upper tolerance limit for the 90th percentile, is given byl þQ 0:9;0:95r :
Coverage studies of the upper tolerance limits based onQ P;1Àa : To judge the accuracy of the approximate percentiles given in Table 3 we further evaluated the coverage probabilities of the upper tolerance limits of the forml þQ P;:1Àar ; whereQ P;1Àa is determined by the formulas in Table 3 . The coverage probabilities were evaluated using Monte Carlo simulation for the cases of k 5 2 and 3 and they are given in Table 4 . It is clear from the table values that the estimated coverage probabilities are very close to the nominal level 0.95 for all the cases considered. These coverage results indicate that the approximate factors given in Table 3 are very satisfactory for constructing (0.90, 0.95) or (0.95, 0.95) upper tolerance limits for a normal or lognormal distribution.
A METHOD FOR ASSESSING EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITY
An upper confidence limit for an exceedance probability can also be used to assess the exposure level in a workplace. For instance, if x 0 denotes the OEL, then the exceedance probability is defined by P(X . x 0 ), where X is the exposure level for a random worker. If an upper tolerance limit is in closed form, then the approach described in Krishnamoorthy and Mathew (2009a, p. 5) can be used to find an upper confidence limit for the exceedance probability. In general, trial-error method can be used to find a 100ð1 À aÞ% upper confidence limit for an exceedance probability as follows. A ðP; 1 À aÞ upper tolerance limit is being less than x 0 implies that at Table 4 . Coverage probabilities of (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limits based on the approximate factors Q P;1Àa given in least 100p% of exposure measurements are less than x 0 with confidence 1 À a; or equivalently, at most 100(1ÀP)% of exposure measurements exceed x 0 with confidence 1 À a: Thus, if a ðP; 1 À aÞ upper tolerance limit is less than x 0 ; then we can conclude that the exceedance probability is no more than 1 À P with confidence 1 À a: As a result, if P 0 is chosen so that the ðP 0 ; 1 À aÞ upper tolerance limit is equal to the OEL, then 1 À P 0 is a 100ð1 À aÞ% upper confidence limit for the exceedance probability. The value of P 0 can be found by a trial-error method as shown in Example 1.
POWERS OF THE TEST FOR A PERCENTILE OR EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITY
A test for a normal percentile or for a lognormal percentile can be easily carried out by comparing an appropriate confidence limit with the specified value. Suppose it is desired to test
where n P 5 l þ z P r; and x 0 is a specified value. In the context of present study, x 0 is OEL (or logarithm of OEL). The above null hypothesis is rejected if a ðP; 1 À aÞ upper tolerance limit is less than x 0 : Rejection of H 0 implies that 100P% of the exposure distribution is less than the OEL, or equivalently, exceedance probability is no more than 1 À P: The coverage study of the upper confidence limits in the earlier section indicates that the maximum Type I error rate of the test is approximately a. However, we need to assess the power of the test (i.e. probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is actually false).
We computed Monte Carlo estimates of the powers of the test for various values of sample sizes Table 5 . Powers of the test for H 0 : n 0:9 ! x 0 versus H a : n 0:9 ,x 0 , Level a50:05, x 0 5 2.782 and n 0: n with three DLs and presented them in Table 5 . We observe from the table values that for fixed values of sample size and (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ), the power is increasing with increasing d 5 x 0 À n 0:9 , the difference between the true value and the specified value. When d and (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) are fixed, the power is increasing with increasing sample size. Thus, the test satisfies some basic requirements of a good test. Finally, we notice that, for fixed value of n and (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ), the power is not much affected by censoring intensity.
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR A LOGNORMAL MEAN
As the mean of a lognormal distribution with parameters l and r 2 is given by expðl þ 0:5r 2 Þ; it is enough to find a confidence interval for g 5 lþ 0:5r 2 ; where l and r 2 are, respectively, the mean and variance of a normal distribution. A confidence interval for g can be obtained along the lines of the method for the percentiles given in earlier section and using the generalized variable approach. For more details on the generalized variable approach in the present context, see the articles by Krishnamoorthy et al. (2006 Krishnamoorthy et al. ( , 2011 and Krishnamoorthy and Mathew (2009b) . Specifically, an approximate 'generalized pivotal quantity (GPQ)' for g, which can be constructed following the lines of Krishnamoorthy et al. (2010) , as follows. Letl 0 andr 0 be observed values of the MLEs based on a sample of n observations with k detection limits. An approximate GPQ for g; denoted by G g ; is given by Á ; i51; : : : ; k: A confidence interval or one-sided confidence limit for g based on the GPQ G g can be evaluated using Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 For a given data set with k detection limits, compute the MLEsl 0 andr 0 :
DLiÀl 0 r0 ; i 5 1; : : : ; k: 2. Generate k independent samples, each of size n i ; from N(0,1) distribution. Note that P k i51 n i should be n. The 100ð1 À aÞ percentile of 10 000 G g 's (denoted by G g;1Àa ) is the ðP; 1 À aÞ upper confidence limit for g: The interval À G g;a=2 ; G g;1Àa=2 Á is a 1 À a confidence interval for g: An R program to compute confidence limit for a lognormal mean using the above algorithm is posted at 'www.ucs. louisiana.edu/$kxk4695';
We estimated the coverage probabilities of 95% upper confidence limits for a lognormal mean based on Algorithm 2 along the lines for the percentile in the earlier section and reported them in Table 6 . Estimated coverage probabilities clearly indicate that the proposed Monte Carlo method in Algorithm 2 is quite satisfactory. In general, we noted that the method described in Algorithm 2 works satisfactorily provided sample sizes are around !15, and the number detected observations is at least two.
GAMMA DISTRIBUTION
The gamma distribution has found limited applications in industrial hygiene (see Singh et al. (2002) ), and our proposed methods for normal percentiles can be adapted to the case of the gamma distribution. Specifically, our procedure can be extended to a gamma distribution using the Wilson-Hilferty (1931) normal approximation: if Y follows a gamma distribution, then the distribution of Y 1=3 is well approximated by a normal distribution. To construct a confidence limit for a gamma percentile, we simply apply the normal based method to cube root transformed samples and then transform the result back (by taking third power) to get a confidence limit for the gamma percentile. Krishnamoorthy et al. (2008) used this cube root transformation to find tolerance limits and prediction intervals for a gamma distribution when the samples are uncensored, and Krishnamoorthy et al. (2009) used it for the samples with a single detection limit. Simulation studies in their articles indicated that the resulting procedures are not only simple but also very satisfactory and are comparable to those based on other complex methods.
If a sample from a gamma distribution includes multiple detection limits, then after taking cube root of the detected observations and DLs, we simply apply normal based approaches in the preceding sections to obtain an upper tolerance limit. For an illustration, see Example 3.
OTHER APPROACHES
Regarding other possible approaches to the problems considered in this article, we investigated (not reported in this article) the regression of order statistics (ROS) method, which seems to be popular among industrial hygienists; see the technical guide to Pro UCL and Chapter 6 of Helsel's (2005) book. In this method, a regression line is fit to the normal scores of the order statistics for the detected observations and then extrapolate non-detects from the fitted straight line. Thus, this method produces a complete data set, and methods for uncensored samples can be easily applied to compute tolerance limits or to find confidence intervals for a mean. However, the results based on the ROS method are not satisfactory for the problems considered in this article. Specifically, we found via simulation studies that the distributions of certain pivotal quantities depend not only on proportion of non-detects but also on the parameters l and r: As a result, the coverage probabilities of confidence limits are satisfactory for some parameter values and unsatisfactory for other values. For instance, the coverage probability of a (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limit could go as low as 0.85 even for samples of moderate sizes. For this reason, we have not pursued this approach further.
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
We shall now illustrate the methods of estimation using three examples. The first example involves real data, with two detection limits, taken from the book by Helsel (2005) . For this data set, the values of n i 's are not known, and we obtain confidence limits using Algorithm 1 for a few different choices of n i and compare them. In the second example, we shall use a simulated data set where the values of n i 's are known. The third example is to illustrate the method of obtaining tolerance limit for a gamma distribution. The uncensored sample for this example is taken from Gibbons (1994) . We give the results based on the uncensored sample, as well as the results based on artificially censored sample (with a single detection limit), and compare the results to judge the loss of precision due to censoring.
Example 1. We shall use the Atrazine concentration data as given in Table 9 .7 of Helsel (2005, p. 159 ) to illustrate the procedures described in the preceding sections. The original data were altered by adding a second detection limit at 0.05 (see Helsel, 2005, p. 229) . The probability plot in Figure  5 .5 of Helsel (2005) indicates that lognormality assumption is tenable.
For this data set, n 5 24, m 1 5 9 and m 2 5 2. The MLEs based on the log-transformed data arê l 5 À 4:206 andr 5 1:462: To compute a (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limit based on the non-central t method, we found 1 ffiffiffi ffi 24 p t 23;0:95 À z 0:9 ffiffiffiffiffi 24 p Á 5 1:853 using the 'StatCalc' PC calculator by Krishnamoorthy (2006) . The (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limit based on this tolerance factor is exp(À4.206 þ 1.853 Â 1.462) 5 0.224. To compute the tolerance limit using the formulas in Table 3, recall that the proportions of non-detects should be estimated byP i 5 U À lnðDL i ÞÀl r Á : For this example, P 1 5 0:392 andP 2 5 0:796: Using these numbers in the appropriate formula in Table 3 , we calculatẽ To apply the Monte Carlo approach, we need to determine the value of n i ; the number of measurements that was obtained when the detection limit was DL i . Since the numbers of non-detects m 1 5 9 and m 2 5 2, n 1 must be at least 9 and n 2 must be at least 2. Table 8 . Simulated data from a lognormal distribution with l50:5 and r51:5; DL i 5expðl þ z Pi rÞ, (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) 5 (10, 6, 9), and (P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) 5 (0.2, 0.4, 0.7)
,0.47 ,0.47 0.78 1.10 ,1.13 ,1.13 , These values are assumed to be non-detects below DL550.
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We assume that n 1 5 18 and n 2 5 6. Using these values in Algorithm 2 with 10 000 simulation runs, we computed the factor Q Ã 0:9;0:95 as 1.986, which yields the upper tolerance limit as exp (À4.206 þ 1.986 Â 1.462) 5 0.272. For n 1 5 12 and n 2 5 12, we estimated (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limit as 0.276, and for n 1 5 20 and n 2 5 4, it was 0.274. Thus, as noted earlier, the choices of n i 's do not affect the tolerance limits, and the observed small differences among these estimated limits are due to simulation errors. We also note that these tolerance limits are close to the one based on the approximate formula given in the preceding paragraph, and they are all appreciably different from the tolerance limit based on the noncentral t, which is 0.224. These results are in agreement with the conclusion of our simulation studies which indicated that upper tolerance limits based on the non-central t are liberal, and as a result, they tend to be smaller than those based on other accurate methods.
Suppose it is desired to find a 95% upper confidence limit for the probability that Altrazine concentration exceeds 0.20 l g/l in a well. To find this upper confidence limit, we evaluated (P, 0.95) upper tolerance limits for various values of P until we find the one for which the upper tolerance limit is close 0.20. Our search method yielded (0.87, 0.95) upper tolerance limit as 0:1985 ' 0:20, and so, a 95% upper confidence limit for P(X . 0.20) is 1À0.87 5 0.13. This means that the probability that Altrazine concentration in a Nebraska well exceeds 0.20 is no .0.13 with confidence 0.95.
We also computed 95% confidence interval for the mean Altrazine concentration using Algorithm 2 with n 1 5 18 and n 2 5 6 as (exp(À3.79), exp (À1.40)) 5 (0.023, 0.247). The 95% upper confidence limit is computed as exp(À1.798) 5 0.166.
Example 2. To illustrate the procedures to a situation where the numbers of measurements obtained by different methods are recorded, we generated independent samples of sizes n 1 5 10, n 2 5 6, and n 3 5 9 from a lognormal distribution with assumed parameters l 5 0:5 and r 5 1:5 with detection limits, DL i 5 exp À l þ z p i r Á ; where P 1 5 0.2, P 2 5 0.4, and P 3 5 0.7. These independent samples were pooled to create a sample of size n 5 25 with three detection limits. This simulated sample along with the assumed values of parameters and the proportions of non-detects are given in Table 8 .
The MLEs based on log-transformed data arê l 5 0:229 andr 5 1:537. To compute a (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limit, the required tolerance factor is 1 ffiffiffi ffi 25 p t 24;0:95 À z 0:9 ffiffiffiffiffi 25 p Á 5 1:838: The upper tolerance limit based on the non-central t is exp(0.229 þ 1.838 Â 1.537) 5 21.20. To compute the tolerance limit using the approximation in Table  3, The tolerance limit based on this factor is exp(0.229 þ 1.961 Â 1.537) 5 25.61. To apply the Monte Carlo method, we estimated the 95th percentile of Q Ã 0:9 using Algorithm 1 with 10 000 simulation runs as 1.956. The tolerance limit based on this factor is exp(0.229 þ 1.956 Â 1.537) 5 25.42. We again see that the tolerance limit based on the approximate formula in Table 3 and the one based on Monte Carlo method are practically the same, and they are larger than the one based on the non-central t.
We also computed 95% confidence interval for the mean using Algorithm 2 with n 1 5 10, n 2 5 6, and n 3 5 9 as (exp(0.733), exp(3.28)) 5 (2.08, 26.58). The 95% upper confidence limit is computed as exp(2.86) 5 17.52.
Example 3. In this example, we shall use the uncensored data reported in Gibbons (1994, p. 261) . This data set was also used by Krishnamoorthy et al. (2008) to compute tolerance limits for a gamma Table 3 . 506 K. Krishnamoorthy and Z. Xu distribution. The measurements represent alkalinity concentrations in ground water obtained from a 'greenfield' site (the site of a waste disposal landfill prior to disposal of waste) and they are reproduced here in Table 9 . The probability plot in Bhaumik and Gibbons (2006) indicates that gamma distribution is a good fit for the data. Let y i 5x 1=3 i ; i 5 1; : : : ; 27: Based on all 27 observations, the mean y 5 3:8274 and the standard deviation s y 5 0.4298. The ðP; 1 À aÞ upper tolerance limit for alkalinity concentrations is given by Â y þ 1 ffiffiffi ffi 27 p t 26;1Àa À z P ffiffiffiffiffi 27 p Á s y Ã 3 : One-sided upper tolerance limits for some values of ðP; 1 À aÞ are given in Table 10 . For illustration purpose and to assess the loss of information due to censoring, let us assume that the data with a are non-detects that are below the single DL of 50. Note that the number of non-detects is m 5 9. The MLEs based on the cube root of this censored sample isl 5 3:824 andr 5 0:435: The (0.90, 0.95) factor using Algorithm 1 is computed as 1.910, and the (0.90, 0.95) upper tolerance limit is [3.824 þ 1.910 Â 0.435] 3 5 100.9. Other tolerance limits are computed similarly, and they are reported in Table  10 . To compute tolerance limits using the approximate factors given in Table 3 , we first note that P 1 5 U À 50 1=3 À3:824 0:435 Á 5 0:374: The (0.90, 0.95) factor using the formula in Table 3 is À0.669 þ 0.164 Â 0.374 þ 1.38 Â 1.811 þ 0.0005 Â 27 5 1.905, and the upper tolerance limit is [3.824 þ 1.905 Â 0.435] 3 5 100.7. This limit and others are given in Table 10 .
We once again observe from Table 10 that the results based on the approximations in Table 3 and the Monte Carlo method in Algorithm 1 are very similar. Furthermore, the differences between the tolerance limits from the censored sample and the corresponding ones from the uncensored sample indicate the loss of information due to censoring which, given that one-third part censored, are not appreciable.
CONCLUSIONS
Multiple detection limits present difficulties in data analysis, even for commonly used distributions such as the normal and the lognormal. Procedures for computing confidence intervals and hypothesis testing are investigated in this article. Our proposed methods are approximate, but our extensive simulation studies showed that the procedures are very satisfactory in terms of coverage probabilities (or Type I error rates in a hypothesis test) and powers. They are conceptually simple and they can be safely used in applications. The computational algorithms given in this article are quite easy to implement in any programming language. As noted earlier, we have posted programming codes in R language with a help file because R package is freely available and is very popular among statisticians and statistical practitioners in other disciplines. Fortran subroutines, which are used for all calculations in this article, are also available from the first author upon request. We also note that the Monte Carlo and the generalized variable procedures that we have developed for the lognormal distribution are applicable to any location-scale family since approximate pivotal quantities based on the MLEs can be developed in a similar fashion. We are currently working on procedures for some location-scale families and plan to publish the work elsewhere.
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APPENDIX 1
Although many software packages compute the MLEs based on samples with detection limits, we are providing here necessary computational details because to apply the proposed methods in Algorithms 1 and 2, the MLEs should be evaluated large number of times. As we are not sure of the efficiency of methods used in software packages and convergence of the iterative scheme, we provide here the following computational details. The MLEsl and r are the solutions of the equations
